Work Experience
EXTRACT

FRANKFURT SCHOOL OF FINANCE & MANAGEMENT
Business Development Manager: Supporting the business
units of the business school with personalized workshops
and coaching.
ACCENTURE

Wolfgang Weicht
INNOVATION COACH

PROFILE
For over 25years Wolfgang is now
helping global brands, enterprises
and institutes to see beyond the
tellerrand. He is an imagineer;
explores the unknown and makes it
feasible.
“There are those who surf the web,
and there are those who make the
waves.”

CONTACT ME

Open Innovation Manager: Drawing attention to the potential of data analytics and starting a dialogue with the
tech community.
TLGG - TORBEN, LUCIE UND DIE GELBE GEFAHR
Brand Consultant: Supporting Dax 30 brands in the development of their digital brand strategy across different
channels and user groups.
T-ONLINE
UX Designer: Using Design-Thinking methods to develop a
service-driven application for the access business unit
of Deutsche Telekom.

PERSONAL SKILLS

Creativity

GTD

Team Work

Cooking

EDUCATION
EXTRACT

+49 176 435 158 97

DESIGN THINKING: DATA INTELLIGENCE (FROG DESIGN)

skype:wolleffm

Collect, analyze, and visualize the information to help
solve customer’s challegnes, leveraging intelligent tools
and agile rpocesses such as rapid prototyping.

www.kzwei.org
basislager@kzwei.org
Hallgartenstrasse 7
60389 Frankfurt am Main

MICROSOFT INNOVATIVE EDUCATOR
Help educators move along a pathway from those who are
just beginning to integrate digital tools into their
classroom to becoming leaders of innovation in education.
EVERNOTE CERTIFIED CONSULTANT & COMMUNITY MANAGER
Hands-on-guidance helping individuals and teams work more
effectively and productively. Guidance on best practices
for deploying Evernote across a company.
LEGO SERIOUS PLAY FACILITATOR (PLAY SERIOUS AKADEMIE)

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS

Facilitating an innovative process designed to enhance
innovation and business performance. Based on research the
methodology deepens the reflection process and dialogue.
FOUNDATIONS IN DESIGN THINKING (IDEO U)

Design Thinking

Gaining a practical understanding of the design thinking
approach based on the “Insights for Innovation” and “From
Ideas to Action” Ideo courses.

Lean Startup

SCRUM MASTER & PRODUCT OWNER CERTIFICARION (SCRUM.ORG)

Agile

Understanding Scrum as described in the Scrum Guide, the
concepts of applying Scrum and how to apply it to
maximize the value delivered with a product

Serious Play
Storytelling
Community

PROFICIENCY

Wordpress

Office 365

Evernote

Slack

SHOWCASES

Wolfgang Weicht
INNOVATION COACH

PROFILE
TEDxRheinMain
For over 25years Wolfgang is now
helping global brands, enterprises
and institutes to see beyond the
tellerrand. He is an imagineer;
explores the unknown and makes it
feasible.

TEDxRheinMain is a world-class conference about Innovation,
Creativity and Ideas. Its main goal is to develop and leverage
the TED experience at a regional level, uniting innovators, thinkers, inspirational speakers, shakers, makers and breakers.

“There are those who surf the web,
and there are those who make the
waves.”

CONTACT ME

+49 176 435 158 97
skype:wolleffm
www.kzwei.org
basislager@kzwei.org
Hallgartenstrasse 7
60389 Frankfurt am Main

NASA Space Apps Challenge
For 48-72 hours across the world, problem solvers like you join us
for NASA’s International Space Apps Challenge, one of the largest
hackathons in the universe. Empowered by open data, you collaborate with strangers, colleagues, friends, and family to solve
perplexing challenges in new and unexpected ways.

MORE HERE

www.tedxrheinmain.de

www.timebanks.de

Open Data Day
Open Data Day is a gathering of citizens around the world to write
applications, liberate data, create visualizations and publish
analyses using open public data. The goal is to support and encourage the adoption of open data policies by the world's local,
regional and national governments.

SHOWCASES

Wolfgang Weicht
INNOVATION COACH

PROFILE
Accenture: Innovation Management
For over 25years Wolfgang is now
helping global brands, enterprises
and institutes to see beyond the
tellerrand. He is an imagineer;
explores the unknown and makes it
feasible.

As data is everywhere, data analytics is a key topic to generate
new knowledge and solve problems. A systematic approach was developed to offer data-driven innovation as a service to clients &
partners. A set of public events, like data science meetups, hackathons and maker fairs, have been organized and sponsored.

“There are those who surf the web,
and there are those who make the
waves.”

CONTACT ME

+49 176 435 158 97
skype:wolleffm
www.kzwei.org
basislager@kzwei.org
Hallgartenstrasse 7
60389 Frankfurt am Main

Honda: Community & Brand Management
„Are You ready for Honda?“ was the task of the Facebook channel
with the same name to make this brand message more concrete for
German motorcyclists and to ensure their brand loyalty.
I was
responsible for the constant strategic development and the community management, as well as
the connection of on- and offline
activities.

MORE HERE

www.tedxrheinmain.de

www.timebanks.de

20th Century Fox: Brand Management
More than 40 microsites to movies e.g. Star Wars, Braveheart,
Titanic, Alien, Independence Day, etc. were created by the end of
the year 2000. Foxfilm.de was considered a “classic” in the
German-speaking internet offering for the longest time and included new formats like digital storytelling, interactive premiere
coverage and alternated reality games.

